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products such as fmifc or flowers and their identifi
cation provides a contmous challenge to the
ingenuity of the analytical chemist
Conclusion
It will now be readily seen that the scieice of
chemistry covers a large field which extends from
"•he very simple molecules such as H 0 to the
complex naturally occurring molecules with mole
cular weights of several millions P involves very
fundamental studies ranging from the nature of
the forces between atoms and the how and why
of apparently simple chemical reactions to the
very applied problems encountered in the nianu
Jicture of Ligh strength construction materials
Among new fields vhich have developed rapidly
during recent years petroleum chemicals rank high
This industry which is> centred on the oil coin
pames produces a large variety of substances
such ~<! detergents polymer raw matenals sol
vents dyestuffs fats and waxes from by products
obtained during oil refining Pharmaceutical
chemistry too is rapidlj developing and attempts
 are being made not only to synthesise new drugs
but to gam a better understanding of the
mechanism of drug action
Probably the most significant developments
during the next twenty years will occur in the field
of biochemistry The elucidation of the structure
and genetic functions of nucleic acids and some
proteins has provided the impetus for further
investigation into ohe chemistry and physics of
thebe and other biologically active molecules
Other outstanding problems which may well be
solved in the not too distant future include the
mechanism of membrane action muscle con
traction and nerve impulse propag«tion in mole
culai terms Where a hundred yeais ago the
sciences of physics chemistry and biology parted
ways to follow their own separate pa*hs they are
now seen to be converging and the areas of over
lap are gradually mcieaaing as the molecular
concepts of chemistry are providmt a means of
studying biological processes in term? of estab
lished physical laws and mechanisms This part
of the story will now be taken up in the section
that follows
IV    BIOLOGY—THE SCIENCE OF LIFE
WHAT BIOLOGY IS ABOUT
Biology embraces the study of all living thinfes
which exist on earth at the piesent time and also
the recognisable remains of those that are extinct
Living things or organisms range from the
apparently simple nucro organisms such as viruses
and bacteria to the largest animals and plants
 chemistry concerned with the physics and chem
istry of organisms and Cytology the study of
cell structure are losing such identity as they may
once hive had Molecular biology is a term
frequently used in desciibins this rapidly expand
ing and f iscinatmg field of research
 
Living Processes
The enormous variation and complexity of
living processes make the task of understanding
and defining hfe a very difficult one Every living
organism undergoes continual physical and
chemical changes which m spite of their diversity
are referred to as the metabolism of the organism
Metabolism involves the processing of food
materials the production of waste products and
all the intermediate stages between these whereby
energy and matter are provided for the operation
maintenance and growth of the organism These
reactions are under very exact chemical or nervous
control at every stage and can be slowed down or
speeded up as the need arises Thus the organism
can react to changes in the environment in which
it hves adjusting its activities in relation to the ex
ternal changes Hnally organisms can reproduce
either in an identical or very slightly modified
form In this process new individuals are pro
duced and the species continues to survive
Differences between offspring and parents can
under certain circumstances act cumulatively
over many generations and so form the basis of
evolutionary change in which new species of
organism are ultimately formed
Molecular Biology
It has been evident for many years that the
most fundamental aspects of these living processes
occur in basic structural units known as cells We
shall examine this level of organisation first before
we attempt to look at the larger questions of the
organisation of multiceUular a-mmals and plants
and their interactions in groups or populations
The study of living processes at the molecular and
cell level has been given a tremendous impetus in
recent years by the advent of new technidues
which enablemicroacopie and submicroscopic parts
of cell to be examined Physicists chemists and
mathematicians have found themselves working
alongside biologists in this field and several of the
very notable advances have been made by physical
scientists Afc this level of organisation the tradi
tional division of Biology into Botany the study
of plants and Zoology the study of «"""?ftTg has
little meaning. Even the more recent Genetics
the study of inheritance Biophysics and Bio
 THE CELL
Cells were first seen in 166o by Eobert Hooke
when he looked at a piece of cork under his
primitive microscope It was not until 1839
however that Schheden and Schwann produced
the cell doctrine which visualised the cell as both
the structural and functional unit of living organ
isation Exceptions may be found to the cell
doctrine For example some protozoa algae
and fungi show very complex internal organisation
but aie not divided into cells they are usually
called acellular organisms The viruses also con
stitute a difficulty since in many ways they are
intermediate between living and dead matter
They are absolutely dependent on cells of other
organisms foi their continued existence Outside
living cells they are inert molecules which may
take a crystalline form Inside a host cell how
ever they become disease producing parasites
which multiply and show many of the other pro
perties of living organisms They are minute and
lack the complex organisation usually associated
with cells Notwithstanding their somewhat
ambiguous position the viruses are often treated
as though they were single cells or parts of cells
and their extreme simplicity has made them ideal
material for many types of research at this level
The bacteria also lack some of the properties of
cells but the differences are not so clearly defined
as they are in the case of viruses
Structure and Function oi Cells
Though the constituent cells of a multicelMar
organism, are usually specialised to perform parti
cular functions they have a great many features in
common The cell is often said to be made up of a
substance called protoplasm atermforthefunda
mental material of life which dates from the 19th
cent Protoplasm has two mam constituents the
cytoplasm and the nucleus and is bounded on the
outside by a cell or plasma membrane Plant
calls generally have an additional wall composed
primarily of cellulose and used for support The
nucleus is the controlling centre of the cell and has
rather limited metabolic capabilities The cyto
plasm contains various subunits which operate to
produce energy and new cell structure during the
normal metabolism of the cell
Cells take up the raw materials for metabolism

